
P  hrase frequency effects in language production  
Which principles govern the organization of the mental lexicon? The words and rules view assumes that storage 
is governed by linguistic rules, which ensure that only morphologically simple forms are stored in the lexicon 
(e.g., Pinker, 1994). An alternative view is that probabilistic principles govern storage, and that storage is not 
only reserved for morphologically simple forms (e.g., Elman, 2009). These two hypotheses differ in their 
assumptions about the storage of multi-word phrases. The words and rules hypothesis assumes that multi-word 
phrases whose meaning is transparent (e.g., red car) are not stored, but are generated on-line from the stored 
morphologically simple forms (e.g., red, car). By contrast, the probabilistic hypothesis assumes that sufficient 
exposure and practice with token multi-word phrases leads to their permanent storage in the lexicon. Here we 
attempted to distinguish between these two hypotheses by evaluating the impact of the variable phrase frequency 
on the production of multi-word phrases. Our logic was that the frequency effect indicates whether a linguistic 
form is stored. 

In Experiment 1, twenty-six native Spanish speakers produced noun + adjective and noun + noun phrases in 
response to depicted colored objects and two superimposed objects (see Figure 1). Phrase frequency and object 
name frequency were obtained from Google. Phrase type was manipulated to examine whether phrase frequency 
effects were more pronounced in phrase types that are more frequent (noun + adjective > noun + noun). Naming 
latencies were analyzed using mixed-effect regression models with token phrase frequency, object name 
frequency, phrase type, and trial (the ordinal position of a response in the experiment) as fixed-effect predictors. 
Collinearity between frequency variables was taken into account.

Experiment 1 (see Table 1) revealed effects of trial, phrase type, and phrase frequency in the noun + adjective 
phrases. Object name frequency did not predict latencies. 

Experiment 2 served to generalize the results of Experiment 1 with forty-four French speakers that produced 
determiner + noun + adjective and noun + adjective phrases in response to colored objects. Noun + noun phrases 
were not investigated since they yielded no phrase frequency effects in Experiment 1. As before (see Table 2), 
there were effects of trial, phrase type, and phrase frequency in both phrase types, and no effect of object name 
frequency. 

These data present, to our knowledge, the first observation of a phrase frequency effect in the production of 
language, and agree with results recently obtained in the field of language comprehension (Arnon & Snider, 
2010; Reali & Christiansen, 2007; Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin, & Van Heuven, 2011). These data suggest that 
multi-word phrases up to three words whose meaning is transparent are stored as holistic chunks in the lexicon 
(Bybee & Scheibman, 1999). This conclusion is inconsistent with the words and rules view (Pinker, 1994), and 
with current models of language production that adhere to this view (e.g., Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989).  By 
contrast, these results fit with a view of the mental lexicon in which general statistical learning mechanisms 
determine lexical storage (e.g., Elman, 2009). 
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Figure 1. Example stimuli from Experiment 1 and 2. The colored object on the left was named as a noun + 
adjective phrase “casa naranja” [orange house] in Experiment 1, and as a noun + adjective phrase “maison 
orange” [orange house], or as a determiner + noun + adjective phrase “la maison orange” [the orange house] in 
Experiment 2. The two superimposed objects on the right were named as a noun + noun phrase “casa volcán” 
[house volcano] in Experiment 1. 

Table 1. Regression coefficients (β) with corresponding t and p values for each of the fixed effect predictors in 
the regression analyses of Experiment 1. Standard error of the regression coefficient between brackets. Degrees 
of Freedom associated with the t values between brackets. P values were calculated from Markov chain Monte 
Carlo confidence intervals using the posterior distribution of the independent variables (Baayen, 2008).

Predictors β (std. error) t (2357) p

(Intercept) 6.6285 (.1177) 56.28 .0000

Trial -.0004 (.0001) -3.40 .0007

PTNN .3162 (.0784) 4.03 .0001

Object freqNA .0045 (.0069) .65 .4888

Phrase freqNA -.0131 (.0046) -2.82 .0022

PT * Object freq -.0128 (.0046) -2.75 .0078

PT * Phrase freq .0098 (.0051) 1.93 .0572

Note. PT = Phrase Type; NN = noun + noun; NA = noun + adjective; freq = frequency.

Table 2. Regression coefficients (β) with corresponding t and p values for each of the fixed effect predictors in 
the regression analyses of Experiment 2. 

Predictors β (std. error) t (4242) p

(Intercept) 6.4904 (.1102) 58.86 .0001

Trial -.0002 (.0000) -2.83 .0050

PTNA .1799 (.0700) 2.57 .0086

Object freqDNA .0030 (.0066) 0.45 .6280

Phrase freqDNA -.0031 (.0016) -1.97 .0456

PT * Object freq -.0093 (.0037) -2.51 .0124

PT * Phrase freq .0015 (.0015) 1 .3182

Note. PT = Phrase Type; NA = noun + adjective; DNA = determiner + noun + adjective; freq = frequency.


